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In chapter XXVIII of “The Accumulation of Capital”, on “The Introduction of

Commodity Economy”, Rosa Luxemburg cited China for her to demonstrate her views of

“total capitalism”. Through depicting the modern history course of China in the latter half

of 19th century, Luxemburg pointed out three basic points of view: (1) Wars play the most

important role in the commodity exchange between China and European capitalism. (2)

The European capitalist countries’ invasion of China is the course of commodity economy

destroying natural economy. (3) European capitalist countries’ invasion of China is both

economic activity and political movement.

We hold the opinion that the road of Chinese modernization proves exactness on two

points of Luxemburg’s analysis on relation between west capitalist countries and east

non-capitalist in the imperialist era: (1) In the imperialist era, the capitalist countries and

non-capitalist countries were coexisted interdependently, in such kind of relationship, the

production mode of capitalism stood in the leading position. No matter for willingness or

being forced, the non-capitalist countries must take the road of modernization under the

aid of or adopting the production mode of capitalism; (2) Since the production mode of

capitalism was originated from the west, thus the relationship between the west and east

societies was formed. Taking the east societies as a market that realized the accumulation

of capital, the west societies forced the east societies from agricultural civilization to

industrial civilization and made it a part of the integrated capitalism. This is the general

influence west capitalism acted on the east societies. But the analysis of Luxemburg just

touched upon the action and meaning of the west to the east, the opposite action that the

east played to the west however was not being referred to. The road of Chinese

modernization shows that in the imperialist era, the east societies could participate in

global modernization activities through their own methods, they absorbed modern

advanced achievements from the west and resisted their negatives ones, and could create a

new kind of modern concept and civilized pattern to stand against the modern concept of

the west. Thus, the relationship of interaction and inter-restriction was formed with the

west capitalism to create jointly an appearance of modern world history. Of course,

whether the east societies could reach this target totally depended upon the development in

the east countries.
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